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Abstract
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the inner city of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The school consists of approximately 330 students grades one
through five and serves a diverse population of students. Over the years of this work, approximately fifty
percent of students at the school were African American with the remaining students primarily
Caucasian. Sixty-nine percent of students are considered low SES ( socioeconomic status) as they
qualified for the free and reduced meal program. An average of twenty-five percent of students have an
IEP (Individualized Education Plan) and receive special education services. The goal of this endeavor was
to improve my students' spelling competence by making changes to my core spelling curriculum.
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Chapter One: Introduction
This paper chronicles a multi-year effort to study best practices according to spelling
research and the implementation of these practices into a primary classroom. This effort
occurred in a school situated in the inner city of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The school consists of
approximately 330 students grades one through five and serves a diverse population of students.
Over the years of this work, approximately fifty percent of students at the school were African
American with the remaining students primarily Caucasian. Sixty-nine percent of students are
considered low SES ( socioeconomic status) as they qualified for the free and reduced meal
program. An average of twenty-five percent of students have an IEP (Individualized Education
Plan) and receive special education services. The goal of this endeavor was to improve my
students' spelling competence by making changes to my core spelling curriculum.

Statement of Problem
The need for this study arose from observing and listening to the students in my
primary classroom. I began asking questions several years ago: How do children learn to spell?
How can a teacher provide an instructional setting that best develops a student's spelling
competence? These questions arose as I noticed that my students were not spelling our class
spelling words correctly in their daily writing, were not seeing similarities among words, and
were in constant need of my attention as they repeatedly cried out for help with "How do you
spell____?" I was frustrated by the fact that although I was using a basal spelling series as
published, had my word wall posted in my classroom, taught writing daily, and encouraged the
use of invented spelling, my students were not developing their spelling skills as I believed they
should. In addition in 2002, when I began looking closely at spelling in my classroom only 29%
of third grade students were proficient in spelling on ITBS (the first year students are tested in
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spelling using ITBS in my district). This meant that a majority of students, 71 % of students in
third grade, were considered low, or not proficient in spelling. In addition, a mere 8% were
considered high performers. My classroom observations paired with low ITBS scores in spelling
indicated that instructional changes needed to occur to improve learning.
Due to my students' desire to communicate as effectively as adults and my desire to see
them be successful, I began to search for ways to improve spelling instruction. In addition, there
was, and continues to be, a huge emphasis nationally on finding and using scientifically based
research. Many schools across the country, and my school specifically, began to focus on student
data and achievement much more closely. This paper reflects my learning and implementation of
spelling practices that ultimately impacted the spelling achievement of the students in my
classroom.
I strongly believe that teachers have a duty to the school district in which they
teach. Teachers must be committed to teaching from the district's chosen curriculum. For me,
that meant using the spelling curriculum that accompanied my district's basal reading series.
Our series states that it is built upon a set of beliefs that include: spelling instruction should take
place within the larger, broader context of reading and writing, and it is best to teach spelling by
use of an organized, developmental spelling curriculum that uses purposeful activities (practice
pages, word building, etc). The series also included a diagnostic tool to assess spelling
development at the beginning of the year and weekly tests to measure progress. "Invented",
"temporary" spelling, is allowed as children move toward more conventional spelling. While I
certainly agreed with all of these underlying beliefs, I did not find my students making the
spelling progress I expected using the basal. My students were having difficulty with spelling. I
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needed to find instructional practices to replace or supplement the practice sheets that formed the
core of the basal spelling program.

Research Question
This project began in the four walls of my classroom. It was the interactions I was having
with my students at writing time regarding spelling and observed spelling inconsistencies by
students from spelling tests to application in writing that sparked my curiosity in spelling. This
wondering about spelling and the need to know more led me to a course at the University of
Northern Iowa around the topic of spelling, phonics, and grammar. My course work that
semester introduced me to prominent authors in spelling such as Bear, Snowball, and Gentry. My
daily life in the classroom paired with the knowledge I was gaining in my university studies
fueled my desire to explore spelling further. Were there research based instructional practices for
teaching spelling? What were they? And, if I wasn't currently using them, how could I
incorporate them into the existing basal structure that my district mandates? Ultimately, how
could I make my students more proficient in spelling by altering instructional practices?

Organization of the Paper
This paper is divided into five additional chapters. The topic of the next section, Chapter
II, is the history of spelling and an overview of the literature. This portion provides a summary of
what has occurred in this country in the area of spelling instruction. This historical look back
provides a framework for understanding what has occurred in spelling instruction in the past and
what is currently happening in classrooms today. This framework provided a context for
understanding spelling as I considered what was occurring in my classroom and began to think
about possible changes to instruction.
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Chapter III defines what research and bodies of literature suggest are characteristics of a
good spelling program. This section offers my finding from past and current research. I hope
that it may provoke others to think about their own spelling instructional practices. Research is
firm in the fact that spelling should be taught daily in a thoughtful manner. Instruction should be
explicit and include processes for teaching students how to study words. Spelling instruction
should be interesting and fun, abandoning "skill and drill" worksheets. The latter half of the
chapter provides working definitions for terms used in the broader body of literature surrounding
spelling and reading as well as terms of import used throughout this paper.
The next chapter, Chapter IV, chronicles my journey of exploration and change in my
primary classroom. I begin by telling of my first attempts toward altering my spelling program. I
share my story of introducing my students to word sorts by providing concrete examples from
the classroom. Problems I encountered are noted and possible suggestions for resolving
difficulties are offered. My daily schedule for spelling is also explained. Hopefully, it will
provide a possible framework for consideration. The chapter concludes with ways to use word
sorting in other curricular areas. One method, The Picture Word Induction Method (PWIM) is
discussed and again concrete classroom examples are offered to the reader.
Assessment of student learning is always of great concern for teachers, parents, and the
general public alike. Chapter V includes the various assessments that I considered and used as a
means to monitor student process. Many are informal measures such as word sort records,
student writing, and teacher observation. While they are not formal assessments, they proved to
be invaluable to me. Insights gained from these measures allowed me to really know my students
as spellers. This information allowed me to reteach or extend a lesson to the entire class or
provide ad hoc, flexible grouping, instruction as needed for particular students. More formal
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measures of assessment such as inventories, spelling tests, and ITBS are also discussed.
Assessment plays are critical role in planning solid instruction for all students allowing them to
continue to make academic gains.
The final chapter shares the results of my project. This teacher noted positive changes in
the classroom. Students were more excited about words and conversations about words and
spelling became the norm. Students could be heard assisting each other with spellings by
prompting them to think of a word that rhymed with the word or to use spelling resource such as
the word wall or dictionary. Students were observed to be more independent during writing time
and much less reliant on a teacher for spelling support. ITBS data suggests that altering the
manner of providing instruction played a role in higher test scores in spelling. I end the paper
with other research based practices that one should consider including in a strong spelling
program.
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Chapter Two: The History of Spelling/Literature Review
There are some basic premises about spelling pedagogy that we can learn from the
history of spelling research. In the early 1900's, spelling research focused on questions around
what words to study, what test methods should be employed, and methods for study. Research
found that it was more beneficial to have spelling lists that encompass the words students
encounter most frequently in reading and writing (Rinsland, 1945; Thornkdike, 1921 ). In 1926,
Hom published a list of the 10,000 words most frequently used in writing. Basal programs today
focus on words that students commonly use in reading and writing.
Hom also showed the "test, study, test" method to have positive impacts on learning
(Schlagal & Trathen, 1998). This is in contrast to the "study, test" which did not include a
preview of words through a pretest. The pretest became widely used and still is to this day. In
more recent times, the pretest is paired with self-correction. These two combined have shown to
be powerful learning strategies (Cramer, 1998).
It was in the 1940's that a now famous and useful study method emerged- "look, say,
cover, write, check." Research by Fernald (1943) determined that merely writing words
repeatedly did not aid spelling acquisition; in fact it appeared to be counterproductive. Students
should look at the word, notice the correct spelling, cover the word and write the word from
memory. This technique for learning words continues to be promoted today as an effective tool
for learning words.
Later in the 1950's, researchers began to question the organization of word lists. Prior to
this time, spelling lists were leveled by difficulty, but not necessarily around orthography or
"spelling patterns." This led to basal spelling lists being organized around the linguistic
principles of the English language to promote orthographic concepts (Schlagal & Trathen, 1998).
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Today, many spelling programs include lists of words grouped by orthography. For example, one
list may include words that all have the short a sound, r controlled vowel, or ed endings.
In the l 980's research focused on how children acquire orthographic knowledge. Many people
have studied and written about the developmental sequence including Gentry (1987), Bear,
Invernizzi, Templeton, and Johnson (2000). This process has been written about as a continuum
of stages that children move through as they learn about letters, sounds, and words. These
stages have been compared to the process that children go through as they learn to speak from
the babbling, to short two-word phrases, to longer and more complex sentences. Research (Gill,
1980 and 1996) has shown similar patterns in spelling development in other languages thus
suggesting that there may be a universal linguistic process. Many authors and researchers have
written about five stages of spelling proficiency. Although the stages have common trends,
authors have labeled them slightly different.
Gentry describes the earliest stage is the Precommunicative Stage. In this stage a writer
is writing a string of letters to convey meaning. A child my have written "klsastv" and read it
back as "house" which was the intended meaning. The child is demonstrating some knowledge
of our spelling system. The child understands that writing letters represents a written message.
During this stage children are learning that there are capital and lower case letters (although they
are used interchangeably or with a preference for capital letters), directionality, and letter
names/forms.
The second stage is termed the Semiphonetic Stage. As the name suggests children in
this stage are spelling words partially phonetic. In this stage, writers have figured out that letters
represent sounds. They are developing an awareness of phonemes and letter-sound
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correspondence. Often children write beginning and/or ending consonant sounds correctly, some
medial sounds, and misuse vowel sounds.
The third stage is coined the Phonetic Stage. During this stage, the child understands that
all words can be spelled phonetically, or "sounded out." Children as they write are indicating on
paper the sounds that they hear when the word is spoken aloud. While often a child's attempt to
spell a word phonetically may not be spelled conventionally, the reader of the message can
surmise the approximate meaning intended.
As children become more proficient they enter the Transitional Stage. Children at this
level are developing an understanding that good spellers pay attention to what words sound and
look like. This awareness allows them to look at visual word features. We see spellers in this
stage using vowels in every syllable, learning that many letter combinations can make the same
sound (ai and a-e), spell basic sight words conventionally, and the use inflectional endings (-s, ing,-est) correctly.
As word proficiency develops, the child enters the conventional stage. Conventional
spellers understand the basic rules of the English orthographic system, prefixes, suffixes,
contractions, compound words, show accuracy with consonant and vowels, are able to use visual
and semantic cues to spell a word, and have a large, continually growing, bank of words that they
can spell quickly and accurately at their disposal. These levels of spelling development indicate
what students already know and need to be taught for spelling progress to continue.
More recently, those interested in spelling have written about differences in individual
development and how to organize instruction to accommodate a wide range of learners.
In 1959 Walter Petty wrote a book entitled Improving Your Spelling Program. In this text he
makes suggestions for planning curriculum and instruction based on research evidence and

classroom needs. He summarized then what research has continued to show about what should
be occurring in all classrooms today. He documented that:
•

Spelling should be a part of daily instruction. Fifteen minutes is adequate.

•

Spelling should receive attention throughout the school day.

•

Teachers and students should continue to focus on words even after the test. Review is a
critical component to spelling success.

•

Children must be ready. Children must have oral language skills, desire to write and
spell, facility in handwriting, letter knowledge, and the beginning ability to read.

•

Teachers must understand that children learn in different ways and at different rates.
Educators must respond to the children.

•

Evaluation must also include written work and not solely rely on a given test.

Word study is now an "en vogue" term. Word sorts are one technique used in the classroom.
While there is not yet a large research base regarding word sorts to draw from at this time, the
research base is growing. There is evidence that word sorts are more effective than traditional
spelling instruction. Joseph and Orlins (2005) recognized that few studies have been done, but
named several works that have preliminary results. Dangle "found that word sorts were more
effective than traditional spelling instruction for improving spelling performance on spelling
tests, Joseph (2005) found that words sorts were especially effective for helping first grade
children improve spelling performance." Zutell and Compton found positive results from word
sorting including: "positive changes in spelling strategies, indicated enthusiasm for word sorting
activities, and reported improved ability to use information about word patterns to edit their
writing. "(Zutell, 1998) It is clear that memorization should not be the center of spelling
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instruction. Spelling instruction should be "one that raises children's awareness about language
and its patterns, and focuses on word construction rather than word memorization. "(Phenix &
Scott-Dunne, 1994, p.26)
History tells us much about quality spelling instruction. Much of what should be
happening in classrooms is not new. Research completed and confirmed decades ago continues
to demonstrate characteristics of a strong spelling program. More current writings in spelling
look at the developmental nature of spelling and ways to better meet individual student needs. A
strong spelling program is contingent upon the teacher possessing a strong knowledge base in
spelling and understanding the developmental nature of each student to best meet learning needs.
(Wilde, 1996)
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Chapter Three: Characteristics of a Good Spelling Program
What does this offer to a primary classroom teacher? First, it should confirm that
systematic spelling instruction should be occurring in every classroom, every day. Spelling need
not take a large portion of time during the academic day- 15 minutes daily is sufficient. In total,
plan 60-75 minutes of spelling instruction weekly (Gentry, 1987). Direct instruction should play
a central role in classroom spelling instruction using research-based methods, which include
word study and word sorting. Words should be introduced in list form and a test-study-test
method should be utilized. The teacher must have a solid understanding of the developmental
nature of spelling and use this to assess students and better guide spelling instruction within a
classroom (Gentry, 1993).

Definitions

As I began researching and learning more about spelling and "word study," I was
introduced to many components and terms that are critical for a comprehensive spelling program
at the primary level. These include: word study and sorting, spelling study methods, phonemic
awareness, direct instruction of phonics, and invented spelling. All of these components impact
spelling achievement and must be understood and taught in the classroom. As with any good
literacy program, students must also have myriad opportunities for reading and writing
throughout the day, every day. Below I will briefly explain each, providing references for further
reading.
•

Word study is effective, systematic instruction of orthography that is student-centered. In
word study, students explore the similarity and differences of words in hands- on ways
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such as word sorts. " The simple act of making judgments about words this way helps
students learn the relationships among alphabet, pattern, and meaning. Meaningful
practice helps students internalize word features and become automatic in using what
they have learned." (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, Johnson, 2000, p.11) Word study is a
manipulative, "hands-on" approach that supports basic cognitive process of finding
patterns and noticing similarities and differences among words. Word study is intended
to be one portion of a literacy rich curriculum. (Schlagal & Trathen, 1998)
•

Word sorting is sorting words into categories. The human brain is pre-wired to find
regular patterns in speech sounds. This is not the case with written spelling patters
(Gentry, 2006). We must teach these patterns and allow students to manipulate words, put
them in categories, and make generalizations. Sorts can be teacher directed (closed sort),
student determined (open sort), completed with two students (paired sort), and can also
be quick to develop fluency (speed sort).

•

Teaching children how to study, how to learn new words is critical from even the
youngest grades. This can include making words, using a word wall and dictionary, and a
spelling study method such as Look, Say, Cover, and Write, Check.

•

Phonemic Awareness is the ability to focus on and manipulate, or play with, individual
sounds, phonemes, in spoken words. Phonemic Awareness is an area that the National
Reading Panel (NRP) examined (Report of the NRP, 1999). The NRP found that
phonemic awareness could be taught and learned. Leaming to segment, blend, and
manipulate sounds along with the letters of the alphabet helps children learn to spell.
Phonemic awareness begins to teach students that letters and sounds work together in
predictable patterns. Therefore, it is important that phonemic awareness instruction take
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place in primary classrooms as one component of spelling, and reading, instruction.
Yopp and Yopp (2000) suggest that teachers determine the duration of instruction based
on student need. The NRP analysis showed spending between five and eighteen hours
teaching phonemic awareness activities yielded significant positive effects on children's
acquisition of phonemic awareness skills. This short amount of time proved to be more
effective than longer programs (Yopp & Yopp, 2000). It is critical that in the earliest
grades, we are providing students with direct instruction and practice with phonemic
awareness and letter recognition. While it does not, and should not, take a large quantity
of instructional time; this instruction is critical to both spelling and reading development
(Put Reading First, 2001).
•

Phonics is the study of the alphabet, letter-sound relationships, and spelling patterns. It is
learning to understand the relationship that exists between the phonemes (spoken
language) and the letters and spelling that represent those sounds in written language. It
has been shown that systematic phonics instruction is more effective than non-systematic
phonics instruction or no phonics instruction. Systematic phonics follows a sequential set
of phonics elements. These elements can be taught using different methods from an
explicit to more implicit approach (Report of the NRP, 1999). Systematic phonics
instruction in the early grades does assist young children in learning to spell. It has not
been shown to improve spelling achievement in students above first grade (NRP 2-134 ).
As with phonemic awareness, it is not and should not be an entire spelling or reading
program. It is one very important piece in the larger instructional puzzle.

•

Invented spelling, when used correctly in the classroom, allows young children to write
more sophisticated words and ideas. When invented spelling is allowed, students are not
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limited to the small group of words that they have been taught to spell correctly. Instead,
students are allowed to use any words they have in their oral vocabularies and have
permission to "spell the best they can."
Unfortunately, many teachers have misinterpreted invented spelling and misuse it in the
classroom. Invented spelling should not mean that children should not be accountable for
their spelling. Routman states, "that we must hold kids accountable for basic standards so
they can take pride in their work." (Routman,1993) This includes using legible writing
and spelling high-frequency words correctly. Teachers should expect legible writing and
a core of words to always be spelled correctly in writing. This core of words may include
the spelling words that have been introduced and/or the words included on the word wall.
Teachers should encourage children to make a thoughtful attempt with more challenging
words. As previously stated, students should have direct instruction on how to "sound
out" or "stretch out words." Students should be accountable for making reasonable
attempts at words based on the sounds and spelling patterns that have been introduced
and practiced in class.
Teachers are active participants in a classroom that encourages inventive spelling
(Sipe, 2001). Teachers should be teaching students to hear and identify sounds in words,
recognize and use spelling patterns, and utilize spelling tools such as dictionaries and
word walls.
While invented spelling has a place in writing and spelling programs, it does not
equal spelling instruction. Children need daily spelling instruction as a part of their core
literacy program.
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This chapter offers characteristics of a good spelling program. Teachers must be diligent
in planning, not just assigning, spelling. Time, albeit short at approximately 15 minutes daily,
must be allotted to actually teaching spelling. Direct instruction of how to study and learn words,
modeling the love of words and language, and many hands on opportunities such as word sorts
should be the foundation of a good program. However, good spellers are developed by also being
in a classroom where strong literacy instruction also occurs daily. Students must be reading and
writing daily. This allows them to see many new words, make connections between spelling
patterns, and make generalizations. Students must be doing large amounts of reading which is
one of the best ways to improve both reading skill and spelling acquisition. Young students
require instruction and understanding of phonological awareness and phonics skills. By
incorporating all of these components, students are given many opportunities to learn to spell in a
variety of instructional settings. While spelling is important, we must remember that it is but one
piece of a more complex context of reading and writing.
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Chapter Four: Making Instructional Changes Based on the Research
As I began to read about current practices in spelling, I became acquainted with word
sorting. Word sorting seemed to fit into the basal's philosophy and curriculum easily. In fact, the
basal included some paper-pencil word sorts. It became apparent that my beliefs about how
children learn to spell, those articulated in the basal, and those reflected in the reading I was
doing around word study were not in conflict. They could coexist in the same classroom without
losing instructional integrity. I decided that I would use the mandated list of words each week
from the spelling series. With my instructional boundaries identified, I began to think about how
I could improve instruction to make achievement gains.
I remained committed to using the weekly lists set up by the basal. Each week
there was a new list of words provided. The list always included words that followed a particular
spelling pattern. This may be words that all include the same short vowel sound (get, ten, egg,
set), digraphs (bath, while, them, which), or have suffixes (clapped, getting, winning). I
introduced my class to a "closed" word sort (this will be described in detail later) as a first step in
modifying classroom spelling instruction. This sort was a real, hands-on, manipulative word sort
and my first adaptation of the curriculum. This was the beginning of actively engaging my
students with spelling.
As stated, my plan was to take my new learning about spelling and incorporate it, or
replace in some instances, into what I am required and expected to do in my school district. I
planned to implement manipulative word sorts, the look, say, cover, write, check method of
studying words, and student corrected pretests. I would continue with the basal' s scope and
sequence, word lists, and teacher corrected posttests.
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Word Sorts
As the first step in modifying my classroom spelling instruction, I planned to introduce
my class to a "closed sort." I began by using a hands-on, manipulative word sort rather than a
worksheet sort suggested by the basal.
In order to prepare for doing word sorts in my classroom, I considered how I was
going to make, use, and store all of the student word cards needed. I created a template to type
each week's words using Microsoft Word (Excel also works well for templates). Words Their
Way, a spelling and word study reference text, also provided a template that can be reproduced
for classroom use. A template allows for the word cards to be of uniform size regardless of the
length of the word. I photocopied the word cards on regular paper, one sheet for each student.
Initially I wondered if I should use card stock for durability, but paper proved to be adequate. I
decided that students would keep these word cards in Ziploc bags stapled to the back inside
cover of their spelling spiral. Over several weeks the word selection in the bags would grow and
could be used for many types of sorts.
I began by administering a pretest at the start of the week. To prepare for the lesson, I had
written the week's spelling words on cut-up sentence strips (one word per card) and placed them
in a pocket chart. Then, as a class we reread the spelling words and began to notice what the
words had in common. For example, the list for the week included the words: take, gave, five,
nice, fine, game, life, late, make, and time. Students noticed that all of these words ended with a
"silent-e" and included either the vowel "a" or "I". Some students were able to articulate they all
make "the long vowel sound" or the "vowels say their names". Students then brainstormed other
words that followed the same spelling pattern. We added, for example, the words shake, rake,
dive, and same. These words were added to our pocket chart. I would later use the words on this
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compiled list to review the spelling pattern. I have found it helpful to use highlighter tape to
have students focus on specific parts of given words. Later, I would use this list to introduce the
first closed sort.
The first time I introduced a closed sort to my class, I felt I needed to make sure that they
understood the concept of sorting. I provided several examples of other things that we had
sorted throughout the year. We had sorted blocks by color, shape, and size. We had sorted
people by color of shirts, kinds of shoes, and gender. We had sorted names earlier in the year by
beginning letter, ending letter, number of letters, and number of syllables. This served to remind
students of the sorting we had already done in class and provided the necessary understanding I
felt my students should have prior to beginning word sorts. It provided a link to previous
understanding of sorting as we expanded our meaning and usage of sorting. This review process
took very little classroom time. I then told the students that we would be sorting words this year
and we would be doing it all together for the first time. If my students had not had previous
experiences with sorting, I would have provided experiences sorting real objects prior to moving
on to word sorts.
Next, I introduced my class to a "closed sort." A closed sort is when students are asked
to sort words in categories determined by the teacher. The closed sorts initially performed with
my class were taken from the basal workbook.
To begin our closed sort, I called students together. I stated that I would be
demonstrating a way to sort words and that they should watch and listen carefully to what I
would be doing and saying. I used the same cards that they would later use for their own
independent sorts. I showed them the photocopied page and demonstrated cutting out the word
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cards and writing their initials on each one. 1 The sorting categories I chose for the first sort were
"long I" and "long a". I worked with my class to sort the words into the two categories. I began
by putting up two of the words on the top of my pocket chart. I chose to use two words from our
weekly spelling list, which were also the key words given in the basal. The word same was
typed on a card and placed on the top left-hand side of the pocket chart, while a card reading like
was placed on the top right-hand side. I modeled and explicitly taught the purpose of key words.
Then I held up one of the word cards I had cut out. I read the card and read both key words. I
demonstrated placing the card in the correct column. I continued to model a few more by reading
the word, thinking aloud about where I was going to put the card, and then placing the card in the
correct spot. This direct modeling was important so students could hear the expectation of what
my class later called "word-talk". I said, "Hmm ... This word is take. I hear the la/ sound in take.

It sounds like same. Taaake (emphasis on /a/ sound). Saaame (emphasis on /a/ sound) I think I
will put take with same because they both have the "long a sound" and I can see the pattern "aconsonant- e." It was important at this time to model using key word headers and to check each
word when sorting to ensure correct placement. I demonstrated sorting a few additional words
using this "think-aloud" process. Next, I called on some students to determine where words
belonged and to communicate the reason for their choice. When finished sorting, we orally read
through the words as a class to double-check our accuracy.
The following day, I reminded the students of the sort we all performed together and
challenged them to do the same closed sort alone. As instructed, my students were able to cut,
initial, and sort the words as directed. It took several attempts over many weeks for students to

1

This is well worth the time. When lost cards are found, you can quickly return to the owner.
Early on, your students will not have many cards, but later on they may have over a hundred.
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master this procedure. I knew the importance of establishing procedures so that students could
execute subsequent closed, and later open sorts, successfully.
For a few weeks, I limited my class to closed sorts. Sometimes I had my students work
alone, while other times, I had them work in pairs on what is termed a "buddy sort." Again, my
purpose was two-fold. I wanted my students to have the procedures secure for closed sorts alone
or with partners and I wanted them to be exploring and learning more about spelling patterns.
Over this time, I observed students noticing (often times blurting out with excitement) the
spelling pattern for the week during the pretest. Students were looking for patterns in words. In
short order, sorting had encouraged students to look for patterns in words. This initial student
success, coupled with the fact that my students said sorts were fun, encouraged me to continue
using word sorts in my classroom. Students were able to figure out how I was going to have
them sort for the week's closed sort and they could sort the words into groups. In a few short
weeks, we had moved from teacher-directed sorts completed together as a class to students
noticing patterns quickly. My students were proficient at independent and buddy-closed sorts.
In fact, students were even successful at "speed sorts," sorting to see how quickly we could race
to sort all of the words. They were ready to move on to other kinds of sorts.
After some experience with sorting, I gathered the students together and we listed all the
ways we had sorted words up to this point. Students thought of beginning sounds, vowel sounds,
and the long vowel spelling patterns that we had worked on in previous weeks. I then asked if
students could think of other ways we might sort words. This was not easy the first time. Ideas
were simple: number of letters, how many vowels, or they again repeated a sort we had already
done in class together. Only a few ideas were added to the initial list. As we had these
conversations at other times during the year, ideas became more developed. The list grew as
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students began to generalize. One student volunteered that we studied long vowel a and I, but
that we could also sort by long vowel e, u, and o. Another suggested that we could do the same
digraph, but in different locations of a word (beginning, middle, end). Later in the year, other
students suggested sorting by number of syllables, parts of speech, and consonant clusters.
When several ideas were listed on the chart, I told them that we could now be doing
open sorts. Open sorts are when students, as the learners, get to choose how to sort. There was a
hum of excitement as students discussed how they were going to sort. This was not a huge
transition as procedures for word sorting had been set. My students were able to get out their
word cards and sort. I milled throughout the room monitoring sorts, listening to conversations
among students, and talking with children. Many students sorted in a way that we had listed,
while a few generated different ways to sort. What I noticed at this time was that all of my
students wanted to show me how they sorted all at once. This caused students to waste
instructional time waiting for me to come around to "check their work" or comment on what they
had done. This was problematic as students became impatient and were not as productive as
possible with their time.

Possible Solutions
I knew that before we could do another open sort, I had to have a procedure in place so
that students would spend less time looking for teacher approval and more time engaged with
sorting and learning about words. I wanted to harness the excitement and feeling of success for
my students, while at the same time making the instructional time more productive.
Over time, I found three satisfactory solutions for my classroom. The first was to have
students sort and then record their sort in a spelling notebook. This again took modeling on how
to set up a chart, label, and then record the sort. This worked well as students then had
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documentation of work in class. I was then able to look at the sorts for assessment purposes and
to share the notebooks with families at conference time. This also allowed me to assess over time
the choices individual students were making with their open sorts. I was able to see if students
were always choosing to sort in the same one or two ways or if they were choosing a variety of
ways to sort. This also allowed me to check the accuracy of the sorts and provide feedback,
orally or written, to each individual student. Writing the sorts also provides the written practice
with words that many teachers want to provide for students in class weekly.
The second solution I found was to have students tum to a peer and tell the peer what the
sort was (or have a partner figure it out) and read the words. This again, takes modeling. It was
important to me that students were doing the talk. Students were orally explaining the sort and
reading the words repeatedly.
Finally, the third option I used was to circulate the room and quickly scan the sorts and
have a sampling of students read their sorts to me. I would put a sticker on their word bag, and
move on to another student.
With either of the last two options, I tried to write a few notes to myself in my lesson
plan book about some "typical sorts" that I saw occurring. In addition, I recorded the names of
students having difficulty. This procedure is important, as much of the work is done orally and
can, over the course of time, easily be forgotten. This information was helpful to me as I assessed
students' understanding of spelling patterns and planned further instruction. Many times, I
needed to work with smaller groups of students.
All three options proved to be manageable. They allowed students to work alone or in
pairs. All of these situations were open-ended and thus allowed students to work at their level of
understanding and at their own pace. Some students were able to get many sorts accomplished
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during a spelling time, while other students finished only one. My students received feedback
that they desired from peers or the teacher and increased productivity during spelling time.
How much instruction time does the sorting process require? Research tells us fifteen
minutes of specific instruction and practice in spelling during the academic day is sufficient. I
found that when I began doing word sorts, 15 minutes was simply not enough time, as students
were learning the process. Once my students (and I, for that matter) had some practice with
sorting, I found 15-20 minutes daily to be the amount of time I scheduled into the day for
spelling instruction. Some days were shorter, like test day, and other days, like open sort days,
took the full amount of time.

Expanding to Other Curricular Areas
My students were proficient with closed sorts, open and closed buddy sorts, speed sorts,
and open sorts. As I became more convinced that word sorts were beneficial to students, I
continued to read more and found other ways to incorporate them into other areas of the
curriculum. Bear, Invemizzi, et al suggest using concept sorts. A concept sort focuses on the
meaning of words. I have found concept sorts to be a good vocabulary-boosting component
across curriculum. Concept sorts can be used in math, science, social studies, and reading to
build greater understanding of concepts. For example, a teacher might use an open concept sort
with vocabulary words as a pre reading activity in guided reading as an anticipatory set. In
science or social studies, concept sorts may be used as a pre or post assessment with key terms
and concepts. In shared reading, a closed sort focusing on parts of speech, contractions,
compound words, etc can be utilized. Concept sorts fit into any curricular area and are ideal for
developing vocabulary and continuing to foster a love for words.
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About the same time I began wanting to incorporate some additional concept sorts into
my classroom, my school began implementing a new strategy called PWIM, Picture Word
Induction Model.
PWIM focuses on building vocabulary, research skills, categorization skills, phonics, and
writing through the use of a picture. The teacher begins by hanging up a poster in the room and
children "shake-out" words. During this "shake-out" children generate words and the teacher
labels the picture. As the teacher labels the words, students and the teacher chorally say the
word, spell the word, and say the word again. Over the next few days, the class and students
individually practice reading these words. On subsequent days, the teacher provides explicit
instruction in phonetic analysis or structural analysis. Phonetic analysis encompasses speech
sounds, onsets and rimes (c- at, d-og, s-un), rhyming, etc. Lessons may include words that all
begin or end with the same sound, a particular word family, or vowel sound. Structural analysis
includes word parts that determine the meaning or pronunciation of a word. Lessons may include
suffixes, prefixes, or inflected endings. Students sort words by sound, spelling pattern, or
concept. Some sorts are closed sorts when the teacher wants to provide some direct instruction
on a particular element. One new twist I learned was to play "Guess My Category" with the
class. In this activity, rather than telling the children how to sort and having them sort, the
reverse occurs. The sort is displayed and students study the words trying to "guess my
category," or figure out the way in which the words were grouped. After I performed a few
demonstrations, students were able to play this with partners independently. Some students
sorted the exact same ways that we had done in class, sorting by beginning sound, previously
learned spelling patterns (eve, or eve-final e, etc), or by a concept (people, colors, nouns, verbs,
etc). Others generated new categories such as words that end in s (later we would review the
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terms singular and plural), number of letters in a word (this told me I needed to push these
students to focus on other word features), or other concept sorts that we had not discussed as a
whole group in class
The next step in the PWIM cycle is to generate non-fiction sentences that match the
picture displayed. Naturally, many of the words the students "shook out" are also in the
sentences In addition, the sentences contain many basic sight words that are also important to
learn in the primary grades (and, I, of, etc.). Students read these sentences chorally. The teacher
types the sentences and provides sentences cut apart for students to use. These "sentence cards"
are used for sorts just as word cards were used for word sorts previously. The focus when sorting
sentences is on concept, or message, of the sentence. This process moves students easily into
paragraph writing about the picture.
Let me describe the PWIM cycle that I engaged my class in this past year. Our unit of
study in Social Studies was about family. I chose a poster that integrated literacy with our unit
about family. The poster showed a mother holding her baby in the kitchen. She was on the
phone, looking at her watch, and in the process of making breakfast. The poster was hung in the
room a day prior to "shaking-out words." The poster was displayed in a prominent location with
a large sheet of butcher paper hung behind it. This created "buzz" in the classroom as students
were talking about the poster. The PWIM cycle began by "shaking-out" words. My class was
gathered on the carpet in front of the poster and I called on students to tell me a word that went
with something they saw in the picture. Students began to name: baby, mom, phone, cereal,
bowl, watch, etc.
Students increased their vocabulary through this process. One student was called upon
and said the word "shelf." I was unsure of what the student meant and had him point to what we
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would label shelf. He pointed to the counter. This created an opportunity for us to talk about the
meaning of both "counter" and "shelf." Another student said the word "box." When this student
approached the poster, he pointed to the carton of milk. Again, we talked about the word
"carton." As I drew a line from each item in the poster to the label, the word, I said the word,
spelled the word and said the word again. Once we had finished labeling the picture, as a class
we went around and said each word, spelled each word, and said each word again. For several
days following the "shake out", students practiced reading the words from the chart and from
individual student word cards.
Next, we began to sort words. As a part of the PWIM cycle, there were times when I had
words already sorted into categories and had the students figure out how I sorted, times when
students categorized words and guessed each others' sorts, as well as individual open and closed
sorts. During a PWIM cycle as a part of direct instruction, I categorized words or modeled a
closed sort. Many skills can be taught or reinforced. In this cycle, I focused on two main skills.
One was a phonetic analysis lesson as we explored words that had c followed by e or i. Students
looked at words that had the letter c in them and determined that if a c is followed by an e or I,
the c usually makes the /s/ sound. I was able to use the words "cereal" and "face" from our
PWIM shake out to link my lesson to the explicit teaching I wanted to do in class. I also
included other words that followed the same pattern: circus, circle, city, Cinderella, etc.
During open-sort times, students were observed sorting and categorizing in many
different ways. One student put the words stove, windows, and bowls into one group and sorted
by the long o sound. Another student sorted by the ending letter in the word (in this case they all
ended with an e) as in the words stove, phone, and orange juice. Several students sorted by
plural/singular, as we had previously used this category in class (windows, faces, bowls).
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Another student grouped words according to items on a person (hair, watch, pants, shirt).
Students were exhibiting an understanding of various phonetic, structural analysis, and content
elements.
The next step in the PWIM cycle was to generate sentences to go along with the poster. I
began by modeling a few sentences of my own on the overhead projector. Then, as a scaffold
toward independent work, students worked in pairs to generate sentences that would match the
poster. The following day, we gathered together near the poster on the carpet and each student
orally stated a sentence to correspond with our poster. I recorded each sentence on chart paper
for later use.
For the first time, we would move from word sorting to sentence sorting. This would be
a strategy to move toward composing paragraphs. I typed all of the sentences into a template
using the software program Excel. Again, I wanted all of the sentence strips, or sentence cards,
to be uniform in size. I made transparencies of these sentences and cut the sentences in their
own strips. I modeled on the overhead, grouping sentences by concept. Then students worked
alone or in pairs to categorize sentences.
Finally, students used a grouping of sentences to begin to generate a paragraph. They
were allowed to use one or more of our previously generated PWIM sentences in their paragraph.
This meant they could arrange the given sentences into a paragraph, or use the topic of the
sentences to develop an original paragraph. Typically, it was easier and more successful for
students to use the concept of the group, but generate new sentences rather than just reorganizing
sentences. If one follows the PWIM cycle properly, vocabulary, sight words, spelling, phonics,
reading, and writing are all addressed.
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Weekly Spelling Schedule
After researching spelling, trying new instructional practices out in my classroom, and
reflecting on the response of my students to these new techniques, I was able to develop a new
schedule for teaching spelling. A typical week in my classroom includes ten to twenty minutes
of spelling instruction daily. Spelling should be important throughout the instructional day. Peer
editing, using appropriate reference tools (dictionary, word wall, etc.), myriad writing
opportunities, and the development of correctly spelling final drafts (Gill& Scharer, 1996) are all
a crucial component to developing strong spellers.
Monday students are given a pretest, self-check using the circle-dot method (this will be
described at length later), and a list of words to take home. This generally takes ten to fifteen
minutes.
Tuesday is the day that I provide direct instruction and the day I introduce the closed sort.
Students then cut, initial, and sort. This is perhaps the day that takes the most amount of time,
typically, the full twenty minutes.
Instructional activities on Wednesday and Thursday vary weekly. Most of the time, I
provide choice. Options include: a buddy sort, "Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check (this will be
explained in detail)," a game, or an independent open sort.
On Friday students take the posttest. Once students have taken the posttest, I check and
score their tests. Students graph their results, which allows students to notice the trend in their
spelling scores and develop responsibility for their own learning.
By implementing these instructional changes, the classroom climate changed to one
where children were excited about learning to spell and to learn more about words. Parents have
come to learn more about their child's spelling and how to support their child's spelling
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development. Gone are the days where I only looked at Friday's test scores and turned the page
in my lesson plan manual to plan instruction. My students and I are engaged daily with learning
more about word and spelling.
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Chapter Five: Assessment of Spelling Learning in the Classroom
I have also continued to learn more about how to best meet the needs of individual
students in my classroom. While most of my word sorts focused around the spelling words that
accompanied my spelling program, there were also students that needed differentiated instruction
to continue to progress. If the scope and sequence provided by my basal spelling program did
not meet the needs of certain students, these students then worked in small groups at their level.
For some students, this meant backing up a bit and working on basic letter and sound
correspondence.
While using open sorts provides some differentiation, there were times when I needed to
further challenge my high-level students. One simple accommodation that I made was to add
more difficult words following the same spelling pattern to the list of words with which
individual students were working. Students could then work with these words throughout the
week. Typically in a primary classroom, students are working on consonant sounds, onsets and
rimes, simple suffixes (s/ed/ing), vowel sounds, spelling patterns, contractions, prefixes, and
basic sight words. If students have a strong understanding of these already, they are able and
need to continue learning more about words and spelling. Students can use sorting to work on
other concepts including prefixes and suffixes, homophones, and other spelling patterns.
As one can see, word sorting can be used at every level in a primary classroom, and in
every classroom for that matter. In order to differentiate instruction, teachers must know their
students well. They must have a strong understanding of how children learn to spell. Then,
teachers must know what each child is able to understand and demonstrate. How do we know
how our students are doing in spelling? We, as teachers, must plan formal assessment
opportunities and analyze classroom and individual data. We must take full advantage of the
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informal, or perhaps more aptly named, authentic assessment opportunities such as classroom
observations, conversations among students, and writing samples.
We have already discussed several ways in which I gathered information in my
classroom. I was able to use both the weekly pretest and posttest to determine how my students
were doing with regard to the given list of spelling words. In addition, I had my observational
notes and my students' word study notebooks. These are the assessment pieces I used when I
began adding word sorts to my spelling curriculum. While I continue to use these in my
classroom on a continuous basis, I have also added more to my assessment repertoire.

Pretest/Posttest
The pre-test/posttest format is clearly researched based. Gentry (2004) states again that
this method is tried and true: "Graham (1983) validated the use of the "test-study-test" cycle.
This is a practice that has been shown to have positive impact of students learning to spell." An
adaptation that J. Richard Gentry suggests to the testing model is using the "circle-dot" method
to have students self-check their spelling pretests. As in many classrooms, students are given a
spelling pretest. The teacher orally says each word, uses it in a sentence, and says the word
again. For example, if the word was boat, the teacher might say "Number two, boat. There was
a boat sailing on the water. Boat." Now, after all of the words are given, I distribute a spelling
list to each student. Students then use a colored pencil to check their work. Students place dots
under the letters correctly spelled in each word and circle the parts of the word that are incorrect.
This allows each student to see clearly what words they must attend to learning this week and
specifically about which part of the word they are confused. The typed list is sent home for
study. By correcting their own tests and focusing on which parts of the words are spelled
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correctly and incorrectly, students strengthen spelling skills and responsibility for their own
learning.

Spelling Inventories
There are many other formal assessments. Numerous spelling inventories are readily
available. I have used the spelling inventory that accompanies my basal, a grade level spelling
inventory produced by J. Richard Gentry, and an elementary inventory found in Words Their
Way. While each of these provided similar information, I found one of them to be more "teacher
friendly", particularly to the teacher new to analyzing spelling.
The inventory that accompanied my basal had students at the start of the year take a test
of20 words. Many of these words are found within the spelling series. The basal then had the
teacher examine the spelling errors and compare them to errors on a chart provided in the
teacher's manual. This allowed the teacher to know if the child was below, on, or above where a
"typical'' student at the grade level might be. It also provided some descriptors to what spelling
stage the child was in.
The inventory by Gentry provided a similar process, however there were additional
spelling testing lists. By using this spelling inventory, a student's approximate grade level
proficiency could be determined.
The Elementary Spelling Inventory 1 (Gear, et al. Al p.228/Appendix 1) found in Words
Their Way was the easiest to use with an entire class and provided the most detailed information
about student spelling achievement. The words on the inventory are easier at the start and
progressively become more difficult. This allows for flexibility, as I was able to have some
students take the first ten words, while other students did fifteen or twenty. Next, and this is the
most helpful part for teachers, there was an error analysis sheet. The teacher can look at each
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word and cheek on the work sheet the correct spelling patterns that the student was able to
demonstrate. In doing so, the teacher begins to see pattern and trends in what individual students
are able to do successfully and which skills need instruction. In addition, this tool can provide
classroom trends indicating to the teacher particular spelling patters that should be taught to the
entire class. The complete inventory analysis sheet can determine the approximate spelling stage
that a student is in. When using Words Their Way as a resource, a teacher can look up a specific
spelling stage and find appropriate elements of words for instruction. There is real value in using
formal assessments in the classroom as a means to check student progress and plan for
instruction.

Student Writing Samples
The most authentic assessment of all, however, is also the most difficult, time consuming,
and requires the most teacher knowledge. This is to look at student writing samples. It is in
student writing that spelling is used for real purposes.
I have found using student writing samples to be time consuming, but well worth the
effort. I am able to look at a few samples (5-7) a week, thereby getting through my entire class in
about a months time. Ideally, a teacher would want to look at writing samples on a more regular
interval, perhaps every two to three weeks. When examining student writing, I choose one or
two samples from student writing folders that are in draft form. Without the student present, I
read the sample for spelling. I conduct additional readings with the student for other purposes
such as to work on content, grammar, etc. at other times. It is important to look at what words
the child can currently spell correctly. Doing so can help to establish the approximate stage of
spelling the child is in. Next, I note what kinds of words the student is spelling incorrectly. Are
they basic sight words? Are they spelling words we have worked on or will work on? Then, I
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think about the misspellings compared to our weekly words. Do the errors in the draft occur on
easier or harder words than our weekly list? By looking at student writing with these questions in
mind, a teacher is able to determine if children are transferring spelling into their own daily
written work. The teacher is able to determine what words a child is able to use, what the child
is beginning to use ("use, but confuse"), and what the child is unable to use.
To analyze errors, I took a writing sample and wrote down all of the spelling errors in one
column on a sheet of paper. Then I looked at each error, one at a time. I would look at the error
and determine what stage the error represented by comparing it to samples found within resource
books such as Words Their Way. For example, if a student wrote chrok for truck orjriv for
drive, I would know that that student was in the letter name stage (Bear, et al., 2000), a phonetic
stage (Gentry, 1993). The teacher would know that the student understands that there is a
relationship between the sounds heard and the letters written; they assign letters on the basis of
sound not yet having mastered conventional letter sequences. These errors allow the teacher a
look at what the student understands about sound letter relationships and spelling patterns. Once
the errors were compiled, I could look for patterns in the errors. In addition, if many of the
errors were sight word errors, I would have the student add them to a list in their spelling spiral
as well as in writing folder as a means to continue to move toward conventional spelling of these
words.

Dictation
In my district, we are required to administer an individual dictation test to each child
three times a year (with an optional 4th ). The teacher reads the dictation sentence once to the
student as the student listens. A sample dictation sentence may be: The bus is coming. It will
stop here to let me get on. Then, the teacher slows way down and reads the sentence word by
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word as the student writes down the sentence. The teacher then scores the test, giving one point
for each correct sound or spelling. Again, the teacher can look at this dictation assessment
information with only the student in mind, but then later with the entire class in mind. There are
individual and whole class implications each time you look at assessment information.
It is also important to note error patterns found in the class as a whole. Through my
assessments, I was able to determine the needs of my entire class, the needs of small pockets of
students in my class, and the needs of individual students. Teachers can then proceed with
instructional decisions based on these assessments.
Teachers must assess both students and their instructional program by collecting
data. Data is evidence for how students are learning. This evidence can be informal and done
during the course of daily instruction. Observational notes, word sorts, and writing samples
provide many glimpses into student learning. Formal assessments can include spelling
inventories, weekly spelling tests, district tests, or ITBS. When used together, they provide a
better, more complete picture of how individual students or groups of students are achieving. In
addition, these data provide invaluable information for future instruction. By analyzing student
data, teachers can determine a student or group of students' zone of proximal development. As
many have written, it is important to make sure that new learning continues to occur. To provide
instruction to meet this need, instruction must not be too easy or too hard, so that new learning
can occur. Instruction must be slightly above the child's current independent spelling stage. (J.R.
Gentry/Vygotsky) As one can tell, assessments are critical to continued student success.
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Chapter Six: Results and Implications
Since implementing word sorts and adapting my procedures for weekly classroom tests, I
have noticed many changes in my classroom. Weekly test scores have steadily improved and
ITBS spelling results show a positive effect. Over years, third grade ITBS scores are on the rise.
Remember, when I began my quest to improve spelling instruction and student learning third
grade ITBS scores in spelling showed that only thirty percent of students were proficient. In the
years following implementation, between forty and forty-eight percent of students scored at the
proficient level.
Some of the changes are perhaps not as noticeable to those looking for numerical data.
However, they are no less important. The classroom climate about spelling is more playful, more
interested, and more focused on words.

Student Benefits
Obviously, improved student achievement in spelling is the largest benefit. There are
other benefits as well. One of the main benefits that I have noticed is change in student dialog.
Students are able to talk about spelling, root words, suffixes, and more. They dialog about words
with me and also with one another. I noted that each week children were beginning to make
generalizations not only at spelling time, but also throughout the day, especially when writing.
Frequently, I heard children assisting each other by saying things like "If you can spell like, you
can spell bike" or "it rhymes with by" or "it ends with the same sound as my name (Maddy)".
Listening to the children proved helpful and served as another informal assessment piece. The
child asking for assistance was providing insight into words that they could not spell alone, or
words they felt insecure about. Once given the clue, whether or not the child could construct an
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appropriate spelling also provided information about spelling achievement. In addition, the
"clue-giver" was also demonstrating what he or she understood about words. It is important to
keep listening to the children as they speak to one another and documentation some of the
conversations they have with one another.

Continuous Teacher Improvement
Over time, I have also added many other features to my spelling instruction. Gentry
(1997) suggests a versions oflook-say- cover-write-check based on "Ernest Hom's tried- andtrue technique is use as far back at 1919." This technique provides a systematic way for students
to learn spelling words that includes" a combination of visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile
procedures and was validated by research by Hom (1954) and reported in Allal (1997)." (Gentry,
2004 ). I have included this well documented procedure for learning to spell new words called
Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check in my weekly lesson plans.
The Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check method is simple and effective. Students are
provided a worksheet and a folder. This folder is made by cutting one side of an 8 ½ by 11-inch
folder in thirds, making three flaps. Students first write their words correctly by copying from a
given list. I have also seen teachers write the first column of words onto the worksheet,
eliminating this first step for students. The paper is slipped into the folder. The student opens
the first flap, revealing the column of spelling words. The student looks at the word, says the
word, and spells the word. This can be done orally or in the student's head. These allow the
child to auditory say and spell the word as well as visually identify the word. The child then
closes, or covers, the first flap and opens the second flap. Now, from memory, the child writes
the word on the paper. Then the child keeps flap 2 open and at the same time, reopens flap 1 in
order to check the spelling. The child repeats: look at the word, say the word, cover the word,
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write the word, and check the word in the third, and final, column. The process is repeated with
all of the spelling words. This is a much more effective, research based strategy than just having
children write the words three times each. We all probably remember students spelling a word
by writing the same letter of the word down the paper and then moving on to the next letter.
With this method, the words stay intact as students visually and auditorally spell words.
Students also are now working in pairs to "Buddy Check." Students quiz each other on
their words as they assist each other in spelling words. This procedure took some time to teach
and put in place, but is now solid. Visitors are impressed as students quickly more with a partner
and begin quizzing. Students provide words to their buddy. These words consist of our weekly
spelling words and/or individual words that students have found from their writing. Partner one
orally states the words one at a time for partner two. Once partner two writes the word down,
partner one checks the word for accuracy. If correct, partner one says "good job," "right," or
some other affirmation. If the word is incorrect, partner one responds with "try again." Partner
one looks at the word and tries to spell the word again. If correct, an affirmation is given. If the
word is still incorrect, partner one tells partner two how to spell the word correctly. This process
continues until all words have been given. Then, the partners switch roles and repeat the
process.
I have added numerous word games to my classroom. Students use these at spelling
time, when their work is complete, and even have been seen playing them at recess!

Assessment Conclusions
There are many measures that we can use to monitor spelling progress. In my district we
use weekly spelling tests, observations and notes based on student work and writing samples, and
ITBS. Preliminary ITBS results indicate improvement in achievement due to instructional
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practices. The first year of instructional change, the 11 students who received the type of spelling
program and instruction described scored higher on the spelling portion of ITBS. The median
NGE (National Grade Equivalent) for this group was 3.3 as compared to the other second graders
at Johnson School of the Arts with 2.8 (a positive gain of 5 months). The medial NPR (National
Percentile Rank) was 177 as compared to 169 (plus 8 percentile points). As the other teachers on
my team work closely to plan reading and writing and they maintained the basal spelling
program that first year, this suggests that students receiving direct spelling instruction and
practice daily achieve higher in spelling.
My study of spelling began in the classroom from "kid watching". Formal data (spelling
tests, dictation scores, ITBS) as well as informal data (authentic writing across the school day,
conversations with students) prompted the need for improvements in instructional practice and
ultimately improved student spelling achievement. Teachers can and should teach spelling daily
in the classroom by implementing research-based practices. I have made positive change in my
classroom by looking closely at students and student data, reading books and articles, planning
change based on current research, and implementing that change in the classroom. This cycle of
classroom improvement ultimately altered how I deliver spelling instruction to my students.
Consequently, over time, my grade level team has shown interest in incorporating many
of these features into their own language arts instruction. What I hope the teachers at my school
learn from me, and what I hope readers of this document learn, is that spelling is important.
Spelling should not just be something assigned or sent home for practice, but rather a subject
area that receives the attention that it should as a part of a quality language arts program.
Spelling needs to be taught. Spelling should include explicit teacher directed instruction,
procedures for learning new words such as student self- correction of pretests using the circle-dot
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method and look-say-cover-write-check, and fun ways to encourage spelling like spelling games
and word sorts. Gentry (2004) states, "Let spelling play an important role in your classroom and
take an appropriate place in your literacy instruction .... Make a commitment to teach spelling."
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APPENDIX A
Test-Study- Test
This method has been around for the past 50 years and has been shown to lead "to greater
spelling gains than any other instructional plan" (Trathan). This method is simple to implement
and can be used in any classroom with any list of spelling words. The teacher then administers
the pretest as follows:
1. Say each word, use the word in a sentence, and say the word again. Have the students
write each word.
2. When all the words have been written, write each word on the chalkboard (whiteboard,
overhead, copy of list, etc.) so that all children can view each word.
3. The students correct their own test. One method suggested by Gentry is the "circle-dot
method". Students put a dot under each correct letter and a circle to mark each incorrect
error or om1ss10n. This visually indicates to the learner where the spelling error is located
within each word.
4. The students now know which words they really must attend to learning.

Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check
Again, this is a study method that has been used for decades and has been shown to significantly
aid spelling achievement. Three times appears to be the most useful and maximum number of
times a student should be required to practice writing a word in a given assignment. Note that
students are learning a procedure for learning words. They are learning to say and visualize
words. This is very different than what occurs in classrooms when students are assigned to write
their spelling words 3 times, or five times, or even ten times each. This method can be used at
home or school with minimal preparation:
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1. Prepare a manila folder by making two cuts and thus creating three flaps.
2. Insert a paper with the words to learn written on the left hand side of the paper. Make
sure they are spelled correctly.
3. Put the paper in the folder. Open the first flap. Look at the first word. Say the first word.
4. Close all the flaps. Visualize the word.
5. Open the second flap and write the word.
6. Open the first flap and check your spelling.
7. Close the first and second flaps, and open the third flap and rewrite the word from
memory. Check.
8. Continue with all words.
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